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FEATURED PROGRAMS

Internships in Spain

Discover the warmth
of the Mediterranean
people and climate
with a World
Endeavors
internship in Spain.
A cultural melting pot
of European, Middle

Eastern, North African, and
Mediterranean influences, Valencia is a
vibrant and richly historical Spanish city
famous for its architecture, cuisine and
beautiful beaches. You don't need to be
fluent in Spanish to experience all that
Valencia has to offer, as intensive
language training is included in the
intern program.

World Endeavors offers internship in
dozens of fields including Advertising,
Marketing, Public Relations, Architecture,
Business Administration, Civil
Engineering, Customer Service,
Education, Graphic Design, Hospitality
Management,  Information Technology,
Journalism, Non-profit Organizations,
Social Services, Tourism, Web Design
and more! Internships are open to
students, recent graduates, and
professionals, with year-round start
dates and flexible durations from 2-6

ANNOUNCING INTERNSHIPS IN
CHINA: BEIJING AND SHANGHAI!

World Endeavors is excited to
announce our newest intern
program in Beijing and
Shanghai, China! You don't need to
speak Chinese to discover China's rich
cultural heritage and the warm
hospitality of the Chinese people
through a World Endeavors internship.
Sample delicious Chinese regional
cuisines, explore vibrant Chinese cities
both modern and ancient, visit exciting
Chinese cultural sites and experience

what makes China a unique and exciting destination for
travelers.

As one of the world's fastest growing countries, China is an
ideal destination for interns who wish to gain hands on
experience and develop their professional skills in an
international setting.

Internships are available in Beijing and Shanghai in a
variety of fields including:

Marketing
International Trade
Hospitality
Architecture
Human Resources
Design
Cultural Exchange
Event Management
Public Relations
Finance
IT
Law
International Relations
NGOs

...and many more!

Learn more about internships in China, or start an application
today!

SUMMER VOLUNTEER PROJECTS
STILL AVAILABLE!
 

http://www.worldendeavors.com/Intern/Spain
http://www.worldendeavors.com/Intern/Spain
http://www.worldendeavors.com/Intern/Spain
http://www.worldendeavors.com/China/_progtype/internships-in-china.html
http://www.worldendeavors.com/China/_progtype/internships-in-china.html
http://www.worldendeavors.com/China/_progtype/internships-in-china.html
http://www.worldendeavors.com/China/_progtype/internships-in-china.html
http://www.worldendeavors.com/Enroll.html
http://www.worldendeavors.com/Intern.html
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dates and flexible durations from 2-6
months. 

Learn more about internships in Spain
or start an application. 

_________________________________

Volunteer in Brazil

Spend your
summer in lush,
tropical Brazil
working with a
World Endeavors
volunteer
program. Home
to the Amazon
rainforest and
river, Samba
dancing, Bossa
Nova music, and
churrasco
barbeque, Brazil offers volunteers a
lively cultural experience. 

World Endeavors Brazil volunteers have
to opportunity to work with orphans,
teach English to school children, engage
in community development, assist in
hospitals and clinics, and help with
wildlife and environmental conservation
efforts. Each World Endeavors volunteer
program is culturally immersive. 

Volunteers work directly with Brazilian
organizations and make a meaningful
contribution to their efforts. You will gain
memories that last a lifetime while
helping to change your world!

Learn more about volunteering in
Brazil or start an application.  

_________________________________

Testimonials

"I felt like I had to contribute something
to the world, and I did."  
- Danielle, Volunteer in the Philippines

"I assumed that a language barier would
mean that I did most of my work alone,
but everyone was so willing to
communicate with me."  
- Megan, Intern in Thailand

"Toward the end of my internship I was
able to hold conversations in Spanish.
...it is an incredible feeling to be able to
communicate with someone with a
completely different culture and

School's
out- do you
know what
you're doing
this
summer?
Why not
expand your
horizons and
have a life-
changing
volunteer

experience with a World Endeavors
volunteer abroad program? World Endeavors
volunteers work with orphanages,
environmental conservation organizations,
hospitals, and schools in countries all over the
world. 

Whatever cause you are passionate about,
World Endeavors has a volunteer program that
allows you to make a difference while
experiencing the people, culture, language and
lifestyle of a foreign country. A life changing
volunteer abroad experience can be as short as
a week, and there is still plenty of time for
international volunteering before the Fall
semester begins. World Endeavors is currently
accepting applications for summer volunteer
abroad programs. 

SUCCESSFUL FUNDRAISER FOR
SOCCER IN GHANA!

Last month World
Endeavors held a
garage sale at
our Minneapolis
office to fundraise
for our partner
organization
Advantage Africa
Project (AAP). 

The fundraiser was a success, and World
Endeavors staff managed to raise almost
$1,500.00, which AAP will use to build a soccer
field in Hemang, Ghana. Soccer is Ghana's
national passion, and World Endeavors is proud
to support a project that promotes health and
encourages community development in Ghana!

_________________________________
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completely different culture and
language than your own."
- Shannon, Intern in Spain

_________________________________________

FOLLOW UP LINKS

Intern Abroad

Study Abroad

Volunteer Abroad

World Endeavors

3015 E. Franklin Ave
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
 
612-729-3400
or toll free
866-802-9678
 
9:00AM-5:30PM  CST

 www.worldendeavors.com

Connect with World Endeavors

      World Endeavors on Facebook

    World Endeavors on Flickr

     World Endeavors on Youtube

     World Endeavors on myspace

    World Endeavors blog
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